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Increase interest on machine learning

• ML at collider  

• Increasing Luminosity-> new frontia is 
background rejection rather than signal 
accumulation  

• speed up the feed back from real data 

• Particle ID, vertex tagging, event 
generation by training real data, 
unfolding(get parton level information , 
anomaly search,  

• Jet classification  top W H jet vs QCD jet 
for [New Physics] 
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Even more non-linearity: Going Deep

Deep Convolutional Architectures for  
Jet-Images at the Large Hadron Collider

Introduction 
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is the largest and most powerful particle accelerator in 
the world, collecting 3,200 TB of proton-proton collision data every year. A true instance of Big 
Data, scientists use machine learning for rare-event detection, and hope to catch glimpses of new 
and uncharted physics at unprecedented collision energies.  

Our work focuses on the idea of the ATLAS detector as a camera, with events captured as 
images in 3D space. Drawing on the success of Convolutional Neural Networks in Computer 
Vision, we study the potential of deep leaning for interpreting LHC events in new ways.

The ATLAS detector 
The ATLAS detector is one of the two general-purpose experiments at the LHC. The 100 million 
channel detector captures snapshots of particle collisions occurring 40 million times per second. 
We focus our attention to the Calorimeter, which we treat as a digital camera in cylindrical space. 
Below, we see a snapshot of a 13 TeV proton-proton collision.

LHC Events as Images 
We transform the ATLAS coordinate system (η, φ) to a rectangular grid that allows for an image-
based grid arrangement. During a collision, energy from particles are deposited in pixels in (η, φ) 
space. We take these energy levels, and use them as the pixel intensities in a greyscale analogue. 
These images — called Jet Images — were first introduced by our group [JHEP 02 (2015) 118], 
enabling the connection between LHC physics event reconstruction and computer vision.. We 
transform each image in (η, φ), rotate around the jet-axis, and normalize each image, as is often 
done in Computer Vision, to account for non-discriminative difference in pixel intensities.  

In our experiments, we build discriminants on top of Jet Images to distinguish between a 
hypothetical new physics event, W’→ WZ, and a standard model background, QCD.  
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Physics Performance Improvements 
Our analysis shows that Deep Convolutional Networks significantly improve the classification of 
new physics processes compared to state-of-the-art methods based on physics features, 
enhancing the discovery potential of the LHC.  More importantly, the improved performance 
suggests that the deep convolutional network is capturing features and representations beyond 
physics-motivated variables.  

Concluding Remarks 
We show that modern Deep Convolutional Architectures can significantly enhance the discovery 
potential of the LHC for new particles and phenomena. We hope to both inspire future research 
into Computer Vision-inspired techniques for particle discovery, and continue down this path 
towards increased discovery potential for new physics.

Difference in average 
image between signal 

and background

Deep Convolutional Networks 
Deep Learning — convolutional networks in particular — currently represent the state of the art in 
most image recognition tasks. We apply a deep convolutional architecture to Jet Images, and 
perform model selection. Below, we visualize a simple architecture used to great success.  

We found that architectures with large filters captured the physics response with a higher level of 
accuracy. The learned filters from the convolutional layers exhibit a two prong and location based 
structure that sheds light on phenomenological structures within jets. 

Visualizing Learning 
Below, we have the learned convolutional filters (left) and the difference in between the average 
signal and background image after applying the learned convolutional filters (right). This novel 
difference-visualization technique helps understand what the network learns.

2D  
Convolutions 
to Jet Images

Understanding Improvements 
Since the selection of physics-driven variables is driven by physical understanding, we want to be 
sure that the representations we learn are more than simple recombinations of basic physical 
variables. We introduce a new method to test this — we derive sample weights to apply such that 

meaning that physical variables have no discrimination power. Then, we apply our learned 
discriminant, and check for improvement in our figure of merit — the ROC curve.

Standard physically motivated 
discriminants — mass (top)  
and n-subjettiness (bottom)

Receiver Operating Characteristic

Notice that removing out the individual effects of 
the physics-related variables leads to a likelihood 
performance equivalent to a random guess, but 
the Deep Convolutional Network retains some 
discriminative power. This indicates that the deep 
network learns beyond theory-driven variables — 
we hypothesize these may have to do with 
density, shape, spread, and other spatially driven 
features.

Luke de Oliveiraa, Michael Aaron Kaganb, Lester Mackeyc, Benjamin Nachmanb, Ariel Schwartzmanb 
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Repeat

Apply deep learning techniques on jet images! [3]

convolutional nets are a standard image 
processing technique; also consider maxout

Basic building unit: 2D convolutional layer

h(n)
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Convolution

f ⇤ g(x) =

Z
dx 0f (x 0)g(x � x 0)

Reduce number of free parameters by weight and bias sharing.
Specialized in understanding local spatial correlations
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CNN(convolutional neural network) 
correct nearby image first 1511.05190  

“ Maybe we do not know physics behind,  
architecture do the job for you”??   

w_ij

Introduction Neural Network Crash Course A spectral function of jet substructure Spectral Analysis of Jet Substructure: Higgs Spectral Analysis of Jet Substructure: Sgluon Spectral Analysis of Jet Substructure: A Quick Sketch on Top Jets Spectral Analysis of Jet Substructure: Understanding Neural Networks Conclusion

Neural Network Crash Course: What is an Artificial Neural Network?

The artificial neural network is a biology inspired framework of modelling a
function.

Basic architectural unit: neuron
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win
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'(·) '(wijxj + bi )

inputs weights bias activation output reduced notation

Build a network architecture
x1

x2

x3

ŷ

This kind of feed-forward network’s output ŷ(x1, · · · , xn) could
approximate an output of a function y(x1, · · · , xn) if proper weights and
biases are assigned.
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higgs jet or QCD jet?
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Top Tagger performance in MC
• Performance comparisons in two different ranges of pT(truth)

• mSD + τ32: addition of the subjet b tagging in the reduces the misidentification 
probability for t quarks by up to ∼ 50% (depends on pT). 

• HOTVR: performance lies between mSD + τ32 and mSD + τ32 + b.

• N3 − BDT (CA15): shows improved performance compared to the aforementioned 
algorithms, particularly in the low pT range. 

• The improved performance stems from the usage of the ECFs, which provide complementary 
information to τ32. In the low-pT region, the gain is mainly due to the use of larger-cone jets (i.e. jets 
clustered with R = 1.5). 

• BEST: targets the high-pT regime and shows similar performance to the ECF algorithm 
in this regime. 

• The best discrimination is achieved with algorithms based on lower level information: 
ImageTop and DeepAK8 algorithms. 

• ImageTop & DeepAK8-MD yield comparable performance in low & high pT regions

• The optimal performance in terms of ROC curves is achieved with the nominal version 
of DeepAK8 over the entire pT region.

better

top vs QCD

Significant improvement from the new developments
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MOTIVATION/CONCLUSION

• ML using jet image works  better than other 
classifiers based on  [cut based approach, boost 
decision tree…] 

• jet is just QCD process of multiple splitting of 
partons and hadronization. Why other statistical 
method  cannot achieve performance as good as 
ML. What is missing?  

• In this work,  we show geometrical information of 
soft activity  contributes to  ML performance. And 
the contribution can be summarized in a few 
degrees of freedom related to Minkowski  
functional
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JET GEOMETRY

• For QCD jet (like gluons, quark ) 
there are many soft activity scattered 
over jet image.  

• For Higgs jet, soft activities are 
rather contained [Higgs jet is color 
singlet,therefore there are no long 
range (soft, wide angle)  emission 
expected. ] 

• How can we quantify this? Jet Image 
of course have this but… 

g, q  

H



Measuring the geometory of the hits

•  N1/N0 is sensitive to how pixel clustered. 
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Integral Geometry of Soft Emission

One may borrow idea from integral geometry to analyze the

geometry of soft emission. Consider a Minkowski sum of jet images

and square and count number of pixels of the sum. 

3x3 square

See also: 

   Minkowski Functionals for cosmology: arXiv: astro-ph/9508154

   Hadwiger’s theorem

Jet image P(0) 3x3 mask P(1) … P(n) 

N0 =Npixel N1
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Geometry and Number of Pixels
Example: isolated activity

Example: four isolated activities

Example: square with side length 2

Example: square with side length 3

The ratio is smaller than 9, and encodes useful information, such as cluster size.
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Geometry and Number of Pixels
Example: isolated activity

Example: four isolated activities

Example: square with side length 2

Example: square with side length 3

The ratio is smaller than 9, and encodes useful information, such as cluster size.

N1/N0=16/9=1.78 
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Geometry and Number of Pixels
Example: isolated activity

Example: four isolated activities

Example: square with side length 2

Example: square with side length 3

The ratio is smaller than 9, and encodes useful information, such as cluster size.

more clustered



series of nearby pixels (top jet case)
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Figure 8. (SH: correct caption later)

• x2,trim is the discretized S2,trim and S2,soft up to up to R = 1.5

xtrim = {S
i

2,trim|i = 0, · · · , 14} [ {S
i

2,soft|i = 0, · · · , 14} (4.2)

We do not consider a very large angular scales although mathematically R can be as large as
2RJ = 2.0. S

i

2,trim and S
i

2,soft at such large R are less useful [26].

• xJ1 are discretized S2,11, S2,1c and S2,cc as follows.

xJ1 : {S
i

2,11|i = 0, · · · , 3} [ {S
i

2,1c
|i = 0, · · · , 9} [ {S

i

2,cc
|i = 0, · · · , 14}. (4.3)

• xkin is the global inputs,

xkin = {pT,J, mJ, pT,Jtrim , mJtrim , pT,J\J1
, mJ\J1

} (4.4)

In addition to the transverse momenta, we include masses because 2mJa/pT,Ja is a charac-
teristic angular scale of Ja.

• xgeometry is the numbers of pixels of the pixellated jet image P(0) and i P(1) ,

xgeometry = {N
(0)

, N
(1)

N
(0)(4 GeV), N (1)(4 GeV)} (4.5)
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This quantify how much space is occupied by the pixels 



• Minkowski functional map   objects in linear space  into  real number 
giving the measure of  the object geometry.  

• set of points in  2 dim → attach filled circle with diameter R for each point . 

• Hadwiger theorem : For “convex Ring” in Rd there are only d+1 independent 
function that satisfy following nature   

• Minkowski functionals are  the Surface Area (A), 
Length of the boundary(L) , and Euler characteristic (χ)

MATHEMATICAL THEORY
The definition of N

(i) is also described as area. Define P(i) as the surface of the pixels whose
center is at v 2 Vi, and A

(i) is the area of P(i),

A
(i) = (�R)2 ⇥ N

i (3.8)

Therefore, our N
i (i = 0, 1, ...) essentially works as A(r).

According to Hadwiger’s theorem, there are only d + 1 functionals ! R, M
(i)(i=1,...d+1), in

d dimension, that satisfies the feature associated with rigid body,

• Motion invariance: M(gB) = M(B) where g is element of the group of rigid motion G,
and B convex ring R of all finite unions of convex bodies in R

n.

• Additivity M(B1
S

B2) = M(B1) + M(B2) � M(B1
T

B2) for any B1 and B2 2 R

• Conditional continuity M(Ki) ! M(K) as K1 ! K for K, Ki 2 R,

and they are called Minkowski functional. For K(r) they are is length of boundary (L(r)) and Euler
characteristic �(r) in addition to the area A(r). For digitalized version, P(i) we can also define the
boundary length L

i and Eular characteristic of �
(i). If P(i) is the sum of the su�ciently isolated �

convex, N
(1) = N

(0) + 4L
(0) + 4�. Therefore, N

1 might be sensitive to the number of isolated soft
clusters.

(Mihoko: up to here)

Note that the quantity has been applied in astrophysics to quantity the distribution of astro-
physical objects. In [38, 39], Minkowski function is used to identify the topologically nontrivial void
structure of the astrophysical objects. In more recent papers, persistent topology turns out to be
useful tool to identify the topology and scale of the seeming random distribution of the points by
identifying the value of r where Eular characteristic change its value. refer everybody Figure
..(4) shows an example that non-trivial change of the topology occurs by increasing i. In this case,
Eular characteristic and L

(i) behaves as

�
(i) = (6, 0, 0, 1, · · · )

L
(i)

/(0.1) = (24, 55, 52, 54, · · · ). (3.9)

We can see the change of Eular characteristic, together with non-trivial decrease of L
(i) Utilizing

such topological information might be interesting additional information to classify jets, but it is
outside the scope of this paper. Figure... shows example of Pi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) of a top and QCD
jets. Each jet has di↵erent sequence of A

(i), L
(i) and �

(i), however, as we will see in the next section,
N

(0) and N
(1) turns out to be su�cient information to describe contribution of soft structure to

the top-QCD jet classification using CNN.

4 Implementation of top tagger

(Network inputs)

In this section, we discuss the setup of classifiers using the inputs discussed in the previous
sections. We use the discretized input to feed them to the neural networks. Since we use calorimeter
deposit to construct jet, we bin the spectrum S2,ab by the calorimeter angular resolution �R = 0.1,
i.e.,

S
i

2,ab
=

1

�R

Z (i+1)�R

i�R

dR S2,ab(R) =
1

�R

X

i2Ja,j2Jb
Rij2[i�R,(i+1)�R)

pT,ipT,j (4.1)

We categorize the inputs into 4 set x2,trim, xJ1 , xkin, and xgeometry ,
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Abstract

Persistent homology computes the multiscale topology of a data set by using a sequence

of discrete complexes. In this paper, we propose that persistent homology may be a

useful tool for studying the structure of the landscape of string vacua. As a scaled-

down version of the program, we use persistent homology to characterize distributions

of Type IIB flux vacua on moduli space for three examples: the rigid Calabi-Yau, a

hypersurface in weighted projective space, and the symmetric six-torus T 6 = (T 2)3.

These examples suggest that persistence pairing and multiparameter persistence con-

tain useful information for characterization of the landscape in addition to the usual

information contained in standard persistent homology. We also study how restricting

to special vacua with phenomenologically interesting low-energy properties a↵ects the

topology of a distribution.
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Figure 8: Left: persistence diagram for rigid Calabi-Yau flux vacua projected onto axiodila-
ton with Lmax = 150, using a lazy witness complex with 700 landmark points. The filtration
has 1,140,182 simplices. The orange points represent 1-cycles and the blue points represent
0-cycles. We observe many long-lived 1-cycles, corresponding to voids in the distribution.
There are also correlations in the deaths of long-lived 1-cycles and 0-cycles, corresponding
to the vacua in the centers of the voids. Right: making use of the information contained in
persistence pairing, we can further investigate the correlated deaths. 0-cycles are destroyed
by the addition of 1-simplices, and 1-cycles are destroyed by the addition of 2-simplices. We
link with a red line 0-cycles and 1-cycles whose destroying simplices overlap.
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Figure 6: Rigid Calabi-Yau vacua projected onto axiodilaton with Lmax = 150. Each point
in the diagram represents multiple inequivalent vacua. The relative sizes of the voids depend
on number-theoretic aspects of the complex rational value of the axiodilaton at the center.

However, tadpole cancellation with finite Lmax means that most points in the axiodilaton

moduli space are not represented in the distribution. Specifically, many hyperplanes fail to

hit integer points in flux space before reaching the limits in flux space imposed by tadpole

cancellation. These � values are not present in the resulting distribution.

Given a � that is present in the distribution, its nearest neighbors are found by rotating

the corresponding hyperplane in flux space until it hits a point with integer fluxes within

the bounds imposed by tadpole cancellation. For concreteness, take � = i�. If such a � is

present one of the corresponding vacua takes the form if1
h2
. Without loss of generality assume

that f1 and h2 have no common factors and that both are positive. The nearest vacuum on

the imaginary axis takes the form i

⇣
f1
h2

�
a
b

⌘
with a, b > 0. (One should use a plus sign for

f1 = h2 to stay in the fundamental domain.) To find the nearest neighbor, one minimizes a
b

over the naturals subject to the constraint Nflux = b
2
f1h2 � abh

2
2  Lmax.

As an example, for Lmax = 150, the nearest neighbors of 2i on the imaginary axis are 16±1
8 i

, while the nearest neighbor of 3
2i is

21�1
14 i. (Sometimes the plus sign takes one outside the

tadpole bound, so that the nearest neighbor above is farther away than the nearest neighbor

below.) Similar arguments to the above apply for nearest neighbors in other directions. Since

b scales as
p
Lmax in this discussion, we also come to understand the previously known fact

that the voids shrink as
p
1/Lmax as Lmax is increased [6, 69].
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Jet image analysis vs  
Minkowski Serise

• It is generally difficult to claim what ML using because large hidden space of the 
network.  

• Our approach:  Add motivated quantity one by one to see the impacts of the 
quantity of our interest.  

• Example top jet vs QCD jets   

• top jet have several centers if not overlapped.  
• QCD jet  if it has large mass, it has several centers

Introduction Neural Network Crash Course A spectral function of jet substructure Spectral Analysis of Jet Substructure: Higgs Spectral Analysis of Jet Substructure: Sgluon Spectral Analysis of Jet Substructure: A Quick Sketch on Top Jets Spectral Analysis of Jet Substructure: Understanding Neural Networks Conclusion

Neural Network Crash Course: What is an Artificial Neural Network?

The artificial neural network is a biology inspired framework of modelling a
function.

Basic architectural unit: neuron

x1
·
·
·

xn

wi1

·
·
·

win
bi

P
'(·) '(wijxj + bi )

inputs weights bias activation output reduced notation

Build a network architecture
x1

x2

x3

ŷ

This kind of feed-forward network’s output ŷ(x1, · · · , xn) could
approximate an output of a function y(x1, · · · , xn) if proper weights and
biases are assigned.

3 / 39

large hidden space 



JET SPECTRUM
•  Monte Carlo →Parton splitting + hadronization

(p1, p2,R) describe   
   parton shower spritting 

sum  over  pairs of jet constituents   
proportional to momenta of particles to be IRC safe (C-correlator) 

R

R’ p(1-z)y

p(1-z)(1-y)

p1 = pz
<latexit sha1_base64="RI7vTVkIS+XmW91O4+8sGxrvIOQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZW9a0qDa/MS/OeSthwJMbwRRSrs=">AAACanichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/EVtVEiEowRq3DXRhEE0cYyMcYEYgi766iLm91ldxPQYGljZyWYSkFE/AF7G3/AIp8gsVOwsfBmExAN6h1m5syZe+6cmVFtQ3c9olpA6ujs6u7p7Qv2DwwODYdGRrdcq+RoIq1ZhuVkVcUVhm6KtKd7hsjajlCKqiEy6sFaYz9TFo6rW+amd2iLfFHZM/VdXVM8pjJ2QV62I0eFUJTi5EekHcgtEF2ZvE/WT6buE1boBtvYgQUNJRQhYMJjbECByy0HGQSbuTwqzDmMdH9f4BhB1pY4S3CGwuwBj3u8yrVYk9eNmq6v1vgUg7vDyghi9ES39EqPdEfP9PFrrYpfo+HlkGe1qRV2Yfh0PPX+r6rIs4f9L9Wfnj3sYtH3qrN322cat9Ca+vLR+WtqaSNWmaUrqrP/S6rRA9/ALL9p10mxUUWQP0D++dztYGs+LlNcTvJPrKIZvQhjGnP83gtYwToSSPvuznCBauBFGpUmpHAzVQq0NGP4FtLMJy/cj6o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZW9a0qDa/MS/OeSthwJMbwRRSrs=">AAACanichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/EVtVEiEowRq3DXRhEE0cYyMcYEYgi766iLm91ldxPQYGljZyWYSkFE/AF7G3/AIp8gsVOwsfBmExAN6h1m5syZe+6cmVFtQ3c9olpA6ujs6u7p7Qv2DwwODYdGRrdcq+RoIq1ZhuVkVcUVhm6KtKd7hsjajlCKqiEy6sFaYz9TFo6rW+amd2iLfFHZM/VdXVM8pjJ2QV62I0eFUJTi5EekHcgtEF2ZvE/WT6buE1boBtvYgQUNJRQhYMJjbECByy0HGQSbuTwqzDmMdH9f4BhB1pY4S3CGwuwBj3u8yrVYk9eNmq6v1vgUg7vDyghi9ES39EqPdEfP9PFrrYpfo+HlkGe1qRV2Yfh0PPX+r6rIs4f9L9Wfnj3sYtH3qrN322cat9Ca+vLR+WtqaSNWmaUrqrP/S6rRA9/ALL9p10mxUUWQP0D++dztYGs+LlNcTvJPrKIZvQhjGnP83gtYwToSSPvuznCBauBFGpUmpHAzVQq0NGP4FtLMJy/cj6o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tEtHD0ZUUDIY5g/h7tGnJESitdk=">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</latexit>

p2 = p(1� z)
<latexit sha1_base64="3Y2vemdCzpSf6u7oqxE6dkIlOSM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3L83ED9pl3sCsPaCVq3jNGaEHVU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="3L83ED9pl3sCsPaCVq3jNGaEHVU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4UVt7E67tt4eGIdeqiZQrf1KKi0=">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</latexit>

p

S2(R,�R) =
P

ij pTipTj for R < Rij < R+�R
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Jet Spectrum~ two point energy correlation) 

for  R = 0, 0.1, 0.2 … 

originally Louis et al PRL 41 1585 (1978) 
more recent  Jankowiak et al JHEP 1106:057, 2011  



Nevertheless, when the domain is discretized into small sections [Ri, Ri + �Ri), the IRC unsafe
terms cancel in the sum,

P
i S2(Ri; �Ri) w(Ri), and it is approximately IRC safe up to binning

errors.
The resulting IRC safe observables belong to C-correlators [60] which are multilinear forms of

the energy flow. An n-linear C-correlator is expressed as follows,
Z

d~R1 · · · d~Rn PT (~R1) · · · PT (~Rn) w(~R1, · · · , ~Rn), (2.7)

where w is a continuous function of ~R1, · · · , ~Rn. For example, an inner product of PT (~R) and w(~R)
is a linear C-correlator, and an inner product of S2(R) and w(R) is a bilinear C-correlator with w

depending only on the relative distance R12,
Z

dR S2(R) w(R) =

Z
d~R1d

~R2 PT (~R1)PT (~R2) w(R12). (2.8)

Many well-known jet observables belong to the C-correlator, for example, a jet transverse momen-
tum pT,J is a linear C-correlator with w(~R1) ⇡ 1, a jet mass mJ is a bilinear C-correlator with
w(~R1,

~R2) ⇡ R
2
12/2.

The S2(R) spectra use all the jet constituents, but it is useful to separate the correlations
of constituents of the hard subjets; we consider jet trimming for this purpose. We recluster the
constituents of a jet of a radius parameter RJ to subjets with a smaller radius parameter Rtrim.
A subjet Ja is discarded if pT,Ja < ftrim pT,J, where pT,J and pT,Ja are the transverse momenta of
the jet and a-th subjet respectively. The trimmed jet Jtrim is defined as a union of the remaining
subjets,

Jtrim =
[

a
pT,Ja
pT,J

�ftrim

Ja . (2.9)

The jet trimming is beneficial because it does not introduce additional angular scale parameters
other than Rtrim. The trimmed spectrum is then calculated using the constituents of the trimmed
jet. We denote it as S2,trim(R) and its binned version S2,trim(R; �R) which are defined as follows:

S2,trim(R) =

Z
d~R1 d~R2 PT,trim(~R1) PT,trim(~R2) · �(R � R12), (2.10)

PT,trim(~R) =
X

i2Jtrim

pT,i �(~R � ~Ri), (2.11)

S2,trim(R; �R) =
1

�R

X

i,j2Jtrim

pT,i pT,j · I[R,R+�R)(Rij), (2.12)

where PT,trim(~R) is the energy flow of Jtrim.
In the limit of the constituents of each subjet Ja are localized, the energy flow and the jet

spectrum can be approximated in terms of the subjet momenta. The energy flow of such a jet is
decomposed into a sum of energy flows of all the subjets,

PT (~R) =
X

a

PT,a(~R), PT,a(~R) =
X

i2Ja

pT,i�(~R � ~Ri). (2.13)

The energy flow of each subjet converges weakly to pT,Ja�(~R � ~RJa). The S2(R) spectrum can be
approximated by the momenta of the subjets, i.e.,

S2(R; �R) ⇡

X

a,b
Ja,Jb⇢J

pT,Ja pT,Jb · I[R,R+�R)(Rab). (2.14)
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Nevertheless, when the domain is discretized into small sections [Ri, Ri + �Ri), the IRC unsafe
terms cancel in the sum,

P
i S2(Ri; �Ri) w(Ri), and it is approximately IRC safe up to binning

errors.
The resulting IRC safe observables belong to C-correlators [60] which are multilinear forms of

the energy flow. An n-linear C-correlator is expressed as follows,
Z

d~R1 · · · d~Rn PT (~R1) · · · PT (~Rn) w(~R1, · · · , ~Rn), (2.7)

where w is a continuous function of ~R1, · · · , ~Rn. For example, an inner product of PT (~R) and w(~R)
is a linear C-correlator, and an inner product of S2(R) and w(R) is a bilinear C-correlator with w

depending only on the relative distance R12,
Z

dR S2(R) w(R) =

Z
d~R1d

~R2 PT (~R1)PT (~R2) w(R12). (2.8)
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The jet trimming also introduces a pT scale hierarchy among the subjets, and so their pairwise
contributions to S2(R;�R) can be classified by the scale. We define a quantity S2,soft(R;�R)
where,

S2,soft(R;�R) = S2(R;�R) � S2,trim(R;�R). (2.15)

In the r.h.s. of the above equation, the correlations among the constituents of the hard subjets are
canceled, and we have,

S2,trim(R;�R) = p
2
T,J · O [1] , (2.16)

S2,soft(R;�R) = p
2
T,J ·

�
O [ftrim] + O

⇥
f
2
trim

⇤�
. (2.17)

The dominant contributions to S2,soft(R;�R) (i.e., the O [ftrim] terms) come from the correlations
between a constituent in Jtrim and a constituent in J�Jtrim. The subleading O

⇥
f
2
trim

⇤
terms denote

the correlations among the constituents in J � Jtrim.

2.2 Derivation of Classifiers based on Energy Flows and Jet Spectra

We discuss the relation between S2(R) and neural network classifiers trained on the energy flow
PT (~R). A general softmax classifier that solves K-class jet classification problem can be expressed
as a functional  ̂i which maps the energy flow to real numbers hi, i.e.,

hi =  ̂i[PT ] (2.18)

ŷ = 'softmax (~z) , zk = w
(out)
ki hi + b

(out)
k , k 2 {1, · · · , K}, (2.19)

where w
(out)
ki and b

(out)
k are the weights and biases of the output layer, and ŷ is the prediction of the

classifier. Here the 'softmax is the softmax function whose k-th component is expressed as follows,

'softmax,k(~z) =
e
zk

PK
k=1 ezk

. (2.20)

Many jet classifiers can be expressed in the form of eq. (2.18). For example, in the cut-based
analysis,  ̂i are the jet substructure variables, such as the ratios of n-subjettiness [12], ratios of
energy correlation functions [16, 17] etc. The deep neural network classifiers, such as artificial
neural network tagger [18], convolutional neural network using pixelated jet images [19], energy
flow network [31] etc., are also described by eq. (2.18). The neural networks that are introduced in
section 3 and section 4 also belong to this category.

The jet spectra S2 and S2,trim can be derived from eq. (2.18) using a functional Taylor expan-
sion. The energy flow is decomposed by trimming as follows,

PT,a(~R) =

(
PT,trim(~R) a = 1,

PT (~R) � PT,trim(~R) a = 2.

(2.21)

One can express  ̂i[PT,a] as a functional series at a reference point PT,a(~R) = 0,

hi = w
(0)
i +

Z
d~R PT,a(~R)w(1)

i,a (~R) +
1

2!

Z
d~R1d

~R2 PT,a(~R1)PT,b(~R2)w
(2)
i,ab(

~R1,
~R2) + · · · , (2.22)

where w
(n)
i,a1···an

(~R1, · · · , ~Rn) is the coe�cient of n-th correlation function. The first order coe�cient

w
(1)
i,a can be chosen as a constant if we are not interested in features depending on reference vectors,

for example, jet axes, beam directions, etc. The linear term in PT (~R) of eq. (2.22) is related to the
jet momentum pT,J and trimmed jet momentum pT,J,trim as follows,

Z
d~R PT,1(~R) ' pT,J,trim,

Z
d~R PT,2(~R) ' pT,J � pT,J,trim. (2.23)
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We use two jet images for this geometric data analysis:

Jet image with pixels whose pt > 4 GeV
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Figure 8. TEST

For training CNN, we check batch numbers 100, 200, 5000.

The detailed setup can be found in appendix of [26].

(sample desc.)

(SH: the sample description will be in appendix but we may need to add a paragraph in this
section, maybe at the first of this section.)

5 ROC

(ROC: all, train: py8 test: py8)

We show the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves of the networks trained with PY8

samples in figure 8. The AUC increases as its representation power order: RNS2 , RNS2,N(0) ,
RNS2,N(0),N(1) , CNNjet image. One may first notice that the ROC curves of RNS2 and CNNjet image

have a gap, which was small in the Higgs jet vs. QCD jet classification [25]. Nevertheless, this
gap is partially filled by including N

(0) as an input. In [25], the Higgs jet classification is trained
with leading pT jets from pp ! Zj, i.e., most of the samples are quark jets. We are using leading
pT jets from pp ! jj so that our QCD jet samples are mostly gluon jets. Therefore, the e↵ect
from color coherence is more emphasized and the counting variables such as N

(0) can play an
important role as in the charged track multiplicity in the quark jet vs. gluon jet classification [37].
The remaining gap between the ROC curves of RNS2,N(0) and CNNjet image can be almost filled
by additional independent variable N

(1) and the numbers of pixels in the jet images without soft
activity. Therefore, the inputs xtrim, xJ1 , xkin, and xgeometry can be considered as a reasonable
middle level variables for modelling a jet classifier.

(Comparison between RN and CNN)

However, the overlaying ROC curves does not guarantee that the two networks model the
same function, so that we check the di↵erence �ŷ0 between the outputs ŷ0[RNS2,N(0),N(1) ] of
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Figure 10. TEST (top) RN (bottom) CNN,

6 About sampling phase space of IRC unsafe variables

In this section, we study the dependence on event generators. In section 2 and 3, we have shown
the results of the Pythia 8(PY8) tt̄ and dijet events. Because event generation involves resummation
and soft physics, the generated events are model dependent. The distribution has been tuned over
the data, however the final distribution of hadrons inside and outside of the jet are quite complex
and it is not trivial to have perfect agreement. As the result, the existing event distributions of
di↵erent generators such are quite di↵erent, and sometimes neither of them agree with experimental
data. The question is how precisely these MC event distributions should agree with the data. For
the analysis which depends only on high pT objects, the e↵ect of the soft particles are small. On
the other hand, for the jet classification using models built with ML and jet image, IRC unsafe
quantities contribute to the classification significantly. If agreement between the data and MCs were
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6 About sampling phase space of IRC unsafe variables

In this section, we study the dependence on event generators. In section 2 and 3, we have shown
the results of the Pythia 8(PY8) tt̄ and dijet events. Because event generation involves resummation
and soft physics, the generated events are model dependent. The distribution has been tuned over
the data, however the final distribution of hadrons inside and outside of the jet are quite complex
and it is not trivial to have perfect agreement. As the result, the existing event distributions of
di↵erent generators such are quite di↵erent, and sometimes neither of them agree with experimental
data. The question is how precisely these MC event distributions should agree with the data. For
the analysis which depends only on high pT objects, the e↵ect of the soft particles are small. On
the other hand, for the jet classification using models built with ML and jet image, IRC unsafe
quantities contribute to the classification significantly. If agreement between the data and MCs were
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Figure 12. Npixel vs Npixel (pT > 4GeV for (a) PY8 and (b) HW7
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Figure 13. Npixel vs N1/Npixel for (a) PY8 and (b) HW7

significantly for HW7 shown in 14. This suggests the good performance of PY8 heavily relay on the
Npixel.

In the previous analysis we have shown that adding total numbers of the pixels Npixel, Npixel(pT >

4GeV, and N1 in addition to S2ab to out DNN analysis is good enough to comparable performance
of CNN. This at the same time means, turning of the MC event generator focusing on the total
number counting might be e�cient way to obtain the MC that gives consistent results with experi-
mental data. Suppose we have event distributions ⇢true( Npixel ,Npixel(pT > 4GeV, N1 ...) of QCD
jets, and event distribution of some event generator ⇢MC Npixel, ...). Then we can define a event
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Reweighting  via number of pixel

well. On the other hand that the reweighting also increase the disagreement of jet pT distribution
and jet mass mjet. Therefore, the agreement seen in Fig 15 (a) maybe accidental but encouraging
as well.
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Figure 15. The score distribution of PY8 and HW7 test sample for the model trained by the PY8 events. (a)

for the model trained with S2 inputs only (b) for the model trained with S2 and Npixel, (c) for the model

trained with S2 + Minkowski functional (d) for the CNN model using jet image.

In Fig 15 (b), we show the score distribution of PY8 and HW7 QCD events for the model trained
by PY8, but this time we use S2,a,b , Npixel, and Npixel(pT > 4GeV) as input. Because the model
fully use the distribution of Npixel and there correlation to S2, the di↵erence between HW7 and PY8

sample gets larger. For y ⇠ 1, the ratio of HW7 and PY8 exceeds 4, and the score distribution
of HW7 QCD sample even start to have a peak at y|sim1 . This means the model trained by PY8

sample focus on particular region in order to get high purity top sample, but the HW7 sample is
populated in the region. In the situation that the HW7 distribution is ”true” while PY8 are used to
build the top vs QCD classifier, we overestimate the top quark event rate by dijet contamination;
adding the variables whose ”true distributions” are not well understood could cause the problem of
this kind.

Again, unfilled histogram shows the distribution of the weighted HW7 sample. The ratio between
weighted HW7 and PY8 distributions are now constant. This is nice in order to avoid the systematics
along with tightening the cut to reject QCD events. On the other hand, the di↵erence is much larger
than Fig 15 (a), which should come from the mis-modeling the correlation between Npixel, N1 and
other parameters. The di↵erence is even larger if one include N1 for training, which is shown in Fig
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Figure 15. The score distribution of PY8 and HW7 test sample for the model trained by the PY8 events. (a)

for the model trained with S2 inputs only (b) for the model trained with S2 and Npixel, (c) for the model

trained with S2 + Minkowski functional (d) for the CNN model using jet image.

In Fig 15 (b), we show the score distribution of PY8 and HW7 QCD events for the model trained
by PY8, but this time we use S2,a,b , Npixel, and Npixel(pT > 4GeV) as input. Because the model
fully use the distribution of Npixel and there correlation to S2, the di↵erence between HW7 and PY8

sample gets larger. For y ⇠ 1, the ratio of HW7 and PY8 exceeds 4, and the score distribution
of HW7 QCD sample even start to have a peak at y|sim1 . This means the model trained by PY8

sample focus on particular region in order to get high purity top sample, but the HW7 sample is
populated in the region. In the situation that the HW7 distribution is ”true” while PY8 are used to
build the top vs QCD classifier, we overestimate the top quark event rate by dijet contamination;
adding the variables whose ”true distributions” are not well understood could cause the problem of
this kind.

Again, unfilled histogram shows the distribution of the weighted HW7 sample. The ratio between
weighted HW7 and PY8 distributions are now constant. This is nice in order to avoid the systematics
along with tightening the cut to reject QCD events. On the other hand, the di↵erence is much larger
than Fig 15 (a), which should come from the mis-modeling the correlation between Npixel, N1 and
other parameters. The di↵erence is even larger if one include N1 for training, which is shown in Fig
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